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Busy Hands
A recent report in overseas media (The Guardian and BBC) has drawn attention to the lack of
hand skills and manual dexterity among medical students, particularly those students
intending to become surgeons. We mentioned this report briefly in Leaflet 34, but it is
perhaps worth exploring more fully what was said.
A professor of surgical education at Imperial College of Medicine in London claimed that
medical students “raised on screens lack skills for surgery”. Dr Roger Kneebone said further
that “a decline in hands-on creative subjects at school and practical hobbies at home means
that students often do not have a basic understanding of the physical world. Spending hours
engaged in virtual worlds is no substitute for experience in the real world ... it stops students
being aware in three dimensions of what’s going on around them, because their focus is
much narrower. But also it takes away that physical understanding you get by actually doing
things. ... That has to be done in the real world with real stuff.”
Dr Kneebone noted that there had been a “very serious knock-on effect” on practical skills
among students since smartphones had become so popular. “We have noticed that medical
students and trainee surgeons often don’t seem as comfortable with doing things with their
hands than they used to even perhaps five or 10 years ago. People are no longer getting the
same exposure to making and doing things when they are at home, when they are at school,
as they used to.”
He continued: “We are talking about the ability to do things with your hands, with tools,
cutting things out and putting things together … which is really important in order to do the
right thing either with operations, or with experiments. You need to understand how hard
you can pull things before you do damage to them or how quickly you can do things with
them before they change in some way.”
Kneebone concluded by pointing out that by spending time online children were missing out
on practical skills acquired from hobbies such as cooking, woodwork, playing a musical
instrument or model making. He suggested that even making Halloween jack-o’-lanterns
would be a good start for budding surgeons: “Pumpkin carving is one example of using
sharp instruments with great delicacy and precision on a hard surface with a soft inside to
create something that you have got in your mind and then you have to make it happen.”
As was to be expected, the professor’s comments have been taken up by many Waldorf
schools as confirmation of what the Waldorf curriculum has been saying for so many years (a
hundred years, actually!). From their early playgroup and kindergarten days, through
primary school and right up to high school our children are actively using their hands and
legs to do and make things. Even the short list is quite long: digging in the sandpit, weaving
and making dolls in kindergarten; handwork drawing and painting in all primary classes;
gardening, making stuffed animals, building model houses, woodwork, basketwork, stone
sculpture, painting in oils ...
But it’s not just in the classroom and on the playground where hands need to be busy. The
professor alluded to hobbies at home, and this is where busy adult hands are so important,
whether you as a parent are helping your child make something or are making something
yourself for our annual fair.
Your children are in safe hands!
Charles Abbott, Leaflet editor.
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STAFF NEWS
The College of Teachers has been very busy preparing for the 2019 academic year.
This includes actively interviewing to fill vacancies that have arisen.
It is with great joy that we announce the 2019 “Class 1 teaching team”.
Tiffany Courtriers will be assisting Andre van Blerk. She is in the process of
completing her B.Ed at the Centre for Creative Education and has established a good
relationship with Michael Oak while doing her teaching practicals at the school. She
will also be assisting at our school until the end of the year.
We know that Andre and Tiffany will bring a great deal of energy and combined depth
to their tasks and we wish them both well as they embark on the Class 1 journey.
We sadly bid farewell to Caroline Esterhuizen (High School Teacher) and Angelika
Snyders (Gym and Sports Coordinator) who will be leaving us at the end of this year.
We wish them well on their way and thank them for their dedication and commitment
they brought to the school.

Andre van Blerk and Tiffany Courtriers.

The College of Teachers

Lost Property
Lost Property will be on display in
the foyer on Thursday 29 November
from 7.30am until 1pm. Unclaimed
items will be donated to charity.

'Fair' Claims
Please note that Monday 19th is the
last day on which claims for Fair
expenses will be accepted.
Class 10s headed off early last Sunday on their Orange River adventure.

Opinions in the Leaflet belong to the contributors, and are not necessarily those of the school.
ALL advertisements must be sent to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za.

Editor: Charles Abbott

To receive the email edition of the Leaflet please email cabbott@michaeloak.org.za
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slogan, meaning that individual experience,
which may seem small and petty, is
connected to larger social and political
structures

Feminism – Part 2

From the Suffragettes
to #Metoo
The personal is political
When universal suffrage was achieved by
Western women, it was assumed by some
that social equality would evolve from
political equality. Others tirelessly continued
their work for gender equality and women’s
rights, but the world became immersed in
two World Wars and a Recession. The wars
opened up opportunities for women, but
these swiftly closed and what followed was a
new era of domesticity, which lasted until
the 60s.
Tired of conversations about cleaning
products and fridges, educated women in
the 60’s lapped up Betty Friedan’s The
Feminine Mystique. Friedan urged women to
look for satisfaction beyond the home and
domesticity, ideas that were hardly new, but
the book touched a nerve and reached 3
million readers. The Second Wave had
begun!
Sit-ins, marches and protests renewed the
fight against injustice and inequality, whilst
institutional and educational structures were
hard hit by women thought leaders.
Women’s Study departments were instituted
at many universities and theoretical and
academic work by feminists heralded a new
era of academic work and analysis which
continues today. (Think Revisionist History).
Labour laws changed and women entered
professional fields previously reserved for
men. Equal pay became law (in theory
anyway!) and demands for access to better
child care, health facilities and women’s
shelters eventually yielded results. ‘The
personal is political’ became the overriding

More
Busy
Hands

Although linked to the Civil Rights
movement in the USA, the Second Wave was
essentially a middle class movement,
working class women had little choice about
employment and faced huge issues not
necessarily addressed by mainstream
feminism, like poverty and racism.
Girl Power!
The conservative Reagan and Thatcher eras
in the 80s brought about a backlash against
feminism. The idea of the hair-legged, manhating woman took hold of popular thought
and still haunts feminists today. With no
defining starting point the third wave picked
up on unfinished work of the Second Wave,
with the usual subjects, which never seem to
go away, like harassment in the work place.
intergenerational conflict emerged
especially with the concept of Girl vs Woman.
Whilst previous feminists fought against
being patronisingly called girls, the new
feminists embraced ‘girliness’, mostly
through girl rock groups, like Riot Grrrrl. The
third-wavers liked being girls and challenged
negative sterotypes associated with being a
girl. Choice became pivotal, be it about
appearance or the option to work or be a
stay-at-home mom.
With increased globalisation feminism
started to lose some of its white middle class
associations. The term ‘intersectionality’,
coined by Kimberle Crenshaw, caught on describing how different forms of
oppression intersect. Western feminists
began to encounter the voices of feminism
in developing countries. Feminists were
forced to examine Western imperialism as
central to the oppression of women and not
just patriarchy and to examine their own
roles in oppression.
Where are we now?
Some say that the #Metoo campaign has
started the fourth wave. Social media and
International marches have dominated the

news headlines in the last 2-3 years begging
the question: has feminism finally become
mainstream? It also begs the question - why
are women still protesting about safety in
their homes, on the street, in the workplace?
Why is the wage gap still topical?
The online nature of the Fourth Wave
enables International debate, but also
narrows it to those to have access to social
media. The smartphone has however,
enabled more women than ever to access
and share ideas previously limited to
isolated sections of women. Fourth Wave
feminism is thus said to be more inclusive.
The voices of Islamic Feminists, African
feminists, Black feminists and others are
pivotal to the conversations. We find
ourselves in a ‘wave’ of multi-feminisms, of
intersectionality, which includes gender
diversity and sexual orientation.
Where have we come?
Feminism is one of the world’s most
profound and continuous revolutions which
aims to improve the lives of half of the
world’s population. It benefits children and
also men, yet it is seldom taught in schools.
Take a moment to reflect on the freedoms
you have today, as compared to your
mother and grandmother, a result of the
women (and men) who have picketed,
protested and been imprisoned for your
rights. The right to vote, to own property, to
have a bank account, to study, to work, to
own a business, drive a car, travel
unaccompanied. The rights to one’s children,
to NOT have 15 children, to marry freely, not
to marry, to divorce. To wear pants! Ride a
motorbike! Run marathons! Fly a helicopter!
Surf big waves! Be president!
Sandy Mitchell
To our growing consciousness.
Love – the Diversity Group
Send us your thoughts, to
michaeloakdiversity@gmail.com
This is an opinion column.
Views expressed here are of the individual/s who
wrote the article
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The Art of Being
No-one expects a baby to be born after one month.
No authentic cycle of growth is a quick-fix.
Would you commit to a cycle of personal development
which takes time?

Are you living a second-hand life?
How has this arisen?
Technology and social media has its place, but it has, and
does lead to problems such as disconnection from
immediate and spontaneous heart connection.
Connecting with the heart brings renewal. It also brings
‘edge’ moments where we are asked to take a risk and
wake up to new potential.
This course is about coming closer to living YOUR life,
rather than reacting to ‘conditioning from past stories'.
It is for those who want to live with courage and develop
resilience in the face of 21st C reality which is often
mundane, humdrum and can feel empty.
It is for those who want to lead a life of presence rather
than absence.

The Art of Being….
Contact: Karen Rootenberg
+27 72 194 6463
+27 21 797709
karen@theartofbeing.co.za
www.theartofbeing.co.za
11 month course:
Starting 15th January 2019
Tuesday evenings: 18:30 - 22:00
(4 terms with holiday breaks)

is an intensive journey over 11 months. It is not a quickfix course.
Like any artistic practice it requires commitment.
Committing to ourselves is the deepest artistic act we can
engage in.
This means developing skills and faculties in our thinking,
feeling and action which we do not presently have. In our
complex lives we need to develop new ‘soul’ capacities or
we remain stuck in the safe, familiar ‘old’ ways.

Social development:
The Art of Being offers the opportunity to experience
closeness and connection with others in ways that are
truthful, genuine and compassionate.
This kind of personal connection is rare in a world of
‘superficial’ social media.
The group work is the chalice for powerful development.

Creative development:
Art (pastels, clay, eurythmy and gesture) is used as a
complementary tool for engaging with your heart
intelligence. This is NOT AN ART COURSE but art is used
as a very powerful instrument of self-observation.

Modules:
The Three-Fold Levels of Being
The Four Levels of Existence
The Four Temperaments
12 Senses
Biography work
Childhood and adolescent development
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Community Notices
Please send all adverts to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za

GARDENER/HANDYMAN
SEEKING WORK
Thembela is hard working and reliable and looking
for a work as a gardener / handyman / painter - any
odd job one might require. Together with his own
family, he is supporting his brother's children and
wife due to his brother's recent passing. Excellent
refernces. Please call Sandy 083 233 7892.

COTTAGE TO RENT

FOR SALE: STEAM OVEN
For
sale:
Miele
Counter Top Steam
Oven (M.-Nr.09 580
050) - R9500. - Mono
steam technology
Simultaneous cooking
on 3 levels without
flavour transfer
Easy operations and
cleaning. The steamer is in an excellent condition
and well maintained. It is now valued at R19 000 new.
Contact Anne-Marié at 082 885 0624.

JOB OPPORTUNITY  

HOUSE WANTED

Are you a young woman looking for part time work
whilst studying? Do you live in the Southern Subs
and have own transport? Can you competently do
Grade 6 Maths, English and Afrikaans? Can you
picture yourself as a trendy big sister figure ready to
teach valuable life skills? Can you give up an hour of
your time (Mon – Thurs 4.30pm – 5.30pm)? Are you
available February 2019 onwards? Please contact me
if you are interested or can recommend someone
please call me on 071 890 3439.

MO Parent looking to buy a 2-3 bedroom house near
or within walking distance from Michael Oak. If you
know of anyone who might be putting their house on
the market please contact Nadya via email:
nwynchank@gmail.com

TV SET WANTED
Ceciline Hendricks, one of our support staff ladies is
desperately looking for a TV. If anyone would like to
donate theirs, please call her on 0845519594.

LOOKING FOR A GERMAN TUTOR
To start immediately, to equip Grade 9 learner for
German school exchange in 2019. Contact Robyn
Young 0824134074

2019 LIFT REQUIRED
We are seeking a lift daily for Nathaniel
Raubenheimer Class 8, 2019, from Marina da Gama /
Muizenberg to Kenilworth and back. Please contact
Nan / Daniel if you are able to assist to discuss
possibilities. Nan 0786191275 Daniel 078 035 0954.

Short or long term rental available in a separate
entrance garden cottage in Kenilworth within walking
distance of the school. Contact Serai for more info
084 605 2022. Available 1 December.

HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION:
Great Brak River
Holiday house in front
row spot on The Island,
with full view of river,
sea and lagoon. Enjoy
long shoreline walks,
swimming, canoeing,
and the abundant bird
and sea life. The
cottage has a wide viewing deck, large enclosed
stoep, three bedrooms and can sleep ten. 2018
rates: Off-peak season: R750 p/night plus R120
p/psn/p/night. Peak season (Dec/Jan holidays): R1650
p/night plus R120 p/psn/p/night (for min 4 people).
For e-brochure contact:
Liz Mackenzie at
lizmack@iafrica.com or (021) 761 8811

ADVERTISEMENTS: Donations
for Community Notices
Please note that all advertisers are expected to
offer a contribution to our Bursary Fund.

HOUSE AVAILABLE TO RENT
Lovely, large family home to rent. 4 bedrooms. Pet
friendly with garden, pool and off street parking. 2
mins walking distance to Michael Oak. Available
January 2019 R25k p/m excluding utilities. Contact
Shelley 078 073 3287 for more info.

Minimum donation R30

Please use these bank details for EFT transfers: Standard Bank,
Branch: 02510900.
Acc. No.: 071885382 Acc Name:
Michael Oak School Fundraising. Ref: ‘Leaflet-Ad’
Please note that all adverts (classifieds or display) will
only be published in the Leaflet for a maximum of 3
insertions per term.

Michael Oak Calendar
NB: Class Parents’ Meetings are usually at 7.30pm

Monday

Tuesday

2018

::: PG Playgroup :::

Wednesday

KG Kindergarten :::

Thursday

PS Primary School

:::

Friday
16 NOVEMBER

HS High School

Saturday
17

Sunday
18

Class 3 Sharing

19

20

Class 4 Parents Meet
6:30pm

26

21

Cl. 11 Eurythmy Project
Dress Rehearsal #1

27

22

23

Trustees

28

29

30

Cl. 11 Eurythmy Project
Performance
11:30am and 7:30pm
Lost Property Display
7:30 am to 1:00pm

4

5

Shepherd's Play

10

6

12

Handball Tournament
Classes 7-10
Cl. 7 Play The Prince
and the Pauper

7

Playgroup Advent Spiral

HS Soiree

11

25

Class 1 Sharing

PG & KG Sunset Picnic Class 5 Sharing (13:45)

Cl. 11 Eurythmy Project
Dress Rehearsal #2

3

24

Eurythmy Sharing at CWS

2
KG Festival

Cl. 7 Play The Prince
and the Pauper

8

9

Biggies Farewell

Star Tree Festival

13

1 DECEMBER

TERM 4 ENDS

14

15

16
Day of Reconciliation

17

18

19

25

26

20

21

22

23

27

28

29

30

3
10
17
24

4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

Day of Reconciliation observed

24
31
7
14
21

Christmas Day
1 JANUARY 2019 2

8
15
22

Day of Goodwill

9
16
23

TERM 1 STARTS (HS&PS) TERM 1 STARTS (KG & PG)

Michael Oak

TERM DATES 2019

Term 1 – Tuesday 22 Jan to Weds 20 March (HS & PS)
Weds 23 Jan to Weds 20 March (PG & KG)
Term 2 – Tuesday 9 April to Friday 21 June (HS & PS)

Term 3 – Tuesday 16 July to Friday 20 Sep. (HS & PS)
Term 4 – Tuesday 8 October to Friday 6 Dec.

